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A novel modified charge pumping method for trapped charge characterization
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Abstract: A new modified method based on the charge pumping technique is proposed and adopted to extract the
lateral profiles of oxide charges in an advanced MOSFET. A 0.12 �m SONOS device with 50 nm threshold voltage
peak is designed and utilized to demonstrate the proposed method. The trapped charge distribution with a narrow peak
can be precisely characterized with this method, which shows good consistency with the measured threshold voltage.
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1. Introduction

As transistor gate lengths are scaled towards the deep sub-
micron scale, hot carrier degradation of transistor characteris-
tics forms amore severe limitation on device operation inMOS
transistorsŒ1�3�. This local degradation results from two fac-
tors: interface state generation and charge trapping in the gate
insulatorŒ4�. To understand and model this degradation, it is es-
sential to study the spatial distribution of the trapped charges,
which are scaled into the nanometer-scale as well.

The charge pumping (CP) technique is well known for its
high sensitivity and accuracy of measuring the interface state
density at the Si–SiO2 interfaceŒ5� and extracting the local-
ized trapped charge profile in the gate oxideŒ6�8�. Although
satisfactory results have been obtained using this technique
for long channel devices, it was found that as the effective
channel length decreases, the accepted charge pumpingmethod
provides an imprecise evaluation of the trapped charge dis-
tribution. The loss in accuracy is due to the narrow local-
ized threshold voltage (VT/ peak across the channel caused by
source/drain proximity or trapped charges in the gate dielectric.

In this paper, we analyze the effect of a narrow VT peak
on the precision of the traditional CP technique and propose
a new modified CP method to obtain a more precise distri-
bution of trapped charges in a scaled MOSFET. Moreover, a
silicon–oxide–nitride–oxide–silicon (SONOS) device, which
has localized charge trapping in the nitride layer and better
controllability of the width and density of the trapped charges
by accurate transient program operation, is appropriate to be
utilized to investigate the charge trapping characteristics. A
0.12�mSONOS device, with the Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tun-
neling program and band-to-band hot hole (BBHH) injection
erase which may cause the VT peak to be narrower than 50 nm,
is designed to evaluate the accuracy of the traditional technique
and the proposed CP method.

2. Method

A reliable technique based on charge pumpingwas reported
by Chen and Ma in 1996 which has been widely used to ex-
tract the lateral profile of oxide chargeŒ8�. The CP measure-
ment is realized by applying a repetitive square pulse with a
fixed base voltage level (Vb/ and a varying high voltage level
(Vh/ to the gate of the transistor, which is the so-called “con-
stant Vb” (CVb/ method. The voltage signal applied to the gate
will alternately accumulate and invert the channel. Therefore,
traps at the Si–SiO2 interface will be charged and discharged.
The involved electrons and holes will flow back and forth at
source/drain and substrate respectively, forming the so-called
charge pumping current (Icp/ at these terminalsŒ9�.

The localized VT along the channel is related to doping con-
centration and trapped charges. Icp–Vh curves of the MOSFET
in virgin and charge trapped states are measured from the drain
or source junction (with the other junction floating). The Icp
curve on an undamaged MOSFET provides the threshold volt-
age (VT.x// and flat-band voltage (VFB.x/) distribution. Since the
main effect of the trapped charges is to shift VT and VFB (in the
form of Vh/, the localized VT is then used to obtain the trapped
charge distribution. It is worth noting that the CP method can
also be utilized to profile the distribution of interface states.
However, interface state generation after stress combined with
trapped charges make the characterization more complicated.
In such a case, a mild neutralization step in CP testing is com-
monly needed to neutralize the trapped charges and it should be
ensured that this step does not change the interface state den-
sityŒ8�. This paper focuses on the effect of trapped charges and
assumes that the interface states are uniformly distributed for
simplicity. Therefore, the equations used in CVb to calculate
the Nox versus x curve are as follows:

x D L
Icp.Vh/

Icp;max
; (1)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the CVb method in (a) a long channel and (b) a
short channel MOSFET.

Nox.x/ D
Cox

q
� �Vh; (2)

where x indicates the location along the channel, q is the elec-
tron charge, L is the channel length, Cox refers to the capaci-
tance of the gate oxide, �Vh indicates the differentia of Vh be-
tween the test device and its initial state, andNox is the trapped
charge density in the oxide.

Figure 1 exemplifies the CVb method (testing from source
side) with non-uniform localized VT.x/ and VFB.x/ profiles. Four
regions of the channel surface are marked in this figure. Vb is
kept lower than VFB and therefore the transistor can be biased
in strong accumulation. Before Vh increases to VT.0/, which is
the lowest VT along the channel, the channel will not turn in-
version and no Icp can be generated. When Vh is set lower than
the highest VT.x/ but higher than VT.0/, taking the VT of point a
(VT.a// indicated by the dashed line as an example, regions A
and A′ will become inversion and trap electrons in the interface
states. The subsequent discharged electrons in region A can be
sensed by the source side; however, the electrons in region A′
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the Icp curve method in (a) a long channel and
(b) a short channel MOSFET.

are blocked by the wide VT barrier and thus cannot be collected.
When Vh reaches the highest VT (set as VT.b//, the whole chan-
nel turns on and thus all the other interface states can contribute
to the Icp. Assuming that the interface states are symmetrically
distributed, CP current will double and reach saturation. The
precise Vh versus VT.x/ relationship can be determined by the
measured Icp–Vh curve from both drain and source sides.

However, using this CVb technique to measure the trapped
charge distribution on advanced devices with an effective chan-
nel length of less than 100 nm may result in unacceptable er-
rors. Figure 1(b) illustrates a narrow VT/VFB peak in a short
channel MOSFET to explain this phenomenon. As the channel
length shrinks, the distribution of the localized VT peak is in the
nanometer scale. Before Vh reaches VT.b/, the drain side charge
pumping current is hard to effectively block by the super nar-
row VT.x/ barrier due to the punch through effect, and join to the
Icp;s tested at the source. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), point a is
the location where the punch through effect occurs. This punch
through current refers to the segment A′ in the Icp–Vh curve
in Fig. 2(b), and thus the punch through point in the channel
can be deduced directly from the Icp figure. With the contin-
ued growth of Vh, interface states in regions B and B′ lead to
the third segment in the Icp curve. As a result, the Icp–Vh curve
acquired from the short channel MOSFET which contains a
narrow VT peak is different from the traditional Icp curve. The
peak of the VT and corresponding trapped charge profile is not
accurate. On the other hand, the Icp curve shift caused by the
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the CVh method in a short channel MOSFET.

VT peak is in the large current region, which makes it even
less precise. Consequently, the conventional CVb technique is
not appropriate for characterizing the trapped charge profile for
nanometer-scale devices.

The so-called “constant Vh (CVh/” method can also be used
to extract the profile of the VT peak, in which the high level of
the gate pulse is fixed while the base value is variedŒ5�. Fig-
ure 3 shows the CVh method applied in the same short chan-
nel MOSFET. Vh is set larger than the highest VT along the
channel. When the gate pulse is held as Vh, the whole channel
is pulsed into inversion. When Vb reaches the VFB of point a
(VFB.a//which is higher than the VFB of regions A and A′, these
two regions cannot turn accumulation and form charge pump-
ing current, while regions B and B′ which contain a VFB peak
which is higher than Vb will generate charge pumping current.
The narrow VT/VFB peak can be measured and does not affect
the precision of CP testing. Assuming that the surface states
are uniformly distributed, the measured charge pumping cur-
rent is directly proportional to the width of the VFB peak. The
corresponding relationship of VFB and charge pump current in
CVh can be used to determine the trapped charge density. By
replacing Vh with Vb, Equations (1) and (2) can be used in CVh
to get the Nox; peak curve:

w D L
Icp.Vb/

Icp;max
; (3)

Nox; peak.w/ D
Cox

q
� �Vb; (4)

where w indicates the VFB peak width, �Vb indicates the dif-
ferentia of Vb between the test device and its intial state, and
Nox; peak is the peak density of the trapped charge in the oxide.

The curve shift caused by the VFB peak takes place in the
low current region and has higher precision in the CVh method.
Because Vh is set larger than the highest VT along the whole
channel, Icp current cannot correspond to a specific x location
along the channel. Therefore, CVh can only be used to extract
the width and value of the trapped charge peak, but cannot lo-
cate the position of the charge peak and further profile of the
trapped charge distribution.

In this paper, a novel modified CP method is proposed,
which combines both CVb and CVh to obtain the more precise
distribution of nanometer-scale devices. The trapped charge
profile in regions A and A′ (which refers to the lower VT and
VFB/ can be extracted accurately by the CVb method from the
source/drain side, while the width and density value of trapped

charges in regions B and B′ (which refers to the narrower VT
and VFB peak) can be extracted by the CVh method. As a result,
the combination of the twomethods can be used to characterize
the position and density of trapped charges.

3. Results and discussion

Nonvolatile devices based on storage in nitride traps have a
localized charge trapping characteristic. On the other hand, the
width and density of the trapped charges can be simply con-
trolled by transient program operation. As a result, a SONOS
device is introduced to verify the proposed CP method. The
sample’sW /L is 1�m/0.12�m, which is operated by the tran-
sient FN program and BBHH erases from the drain and source
sides that will not increase the interface states substantially.
During the erase period, hot holes injected from the drain and
source overlap into the nitride layer and pull down the local-
ized VT. The rest of the VT peak is narrower than 100 nm and
even 50 nm as the erase time increases. The chosen 0.12 �m
device obtains a narrow VT peak whose width is controllable
by erase operation and thus is appropriate to be used to exam-
ine the conventional CVb and the proposed novel method. In
addition, a 1 �m/1 �m SONOS is also measured as the control
experiment.

First, Icp was measured in the virgin cell. Then, both cells
were programmed by FN tunneling injection (Vg = 15 V) for
5 ms and then erased by band-to-band hot hole injection (Vg =
–7 V, Vd = 3.6 V and Vg = –7 V, Vs = 3.6 V) from both source
side and drain side for 100�s, 1 ms and 10 ms respectively. Icp
curves were measured after each program and erase operation.
The CP measurements were set as follows: Vb is fixed at –6
V while Vh sweeps from –4 to 4 V in the CVb method, and
Vh is fixed at 4 V while Vb sweeps from –2 to 3 V in the CVh
method. Icp; d is measured with Vs floating and Vd = 0, and vice
versa with Icp; s. The frequency of the gate pulse is set to 5MHz
in order to gain a relative large charge pumping current which
may improve the measurement accuracy.

The measured Icp–Vh curves of SONOS cells after the FN
program and BBHH erase are shown in Fig. 4. It is observed
that the actual Icp curves for both long channel and short chan-
nel SONOS are identical to the theoretically analyzed illustra-
tion shown in Fig. 2. Injected holes near the source/drain result
in lower localized VT and VFB, which in turn lead to the left-
ward shift of the Icp curves in the low current region. For the
1 �m SONOS, the middle of the channel is not affected by
narrow trapped holes and thus the high current region of Icp
remains the same. However, for the 0.12 �m SONOS, trapped
holes are distributed widely relative to the narrow channel and
ensure that the entire channel is erased thoroughly. The punch
through effect can be clearly observed which approximately
doubles Icp due to the symmetrical VT profile in the source and
drain sides. In addition, Figure 5 gives the experimental results
of the 0.12 �m SONOS in the CVh method.

The trapped charge density in the nitride layer (Nntr/ dis-
tribution along the channel direction can be obtained by the
CVb method in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for the 1 �m and 0.12 �m
SONOS. The zero reference level refers to the virgin state;
the net negative Nntr means trapped holes and the net posi-
tive Nntr refers to trapped electrons. Two bundles of holes are
trapped near the drain and source regions into the nitride layer.
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The width of trapped holes enlarges with extended erase time,
therefore the rest of the VT peak of the 0.12 �m SONOS is
very narrow. For the 1�mSONOS, the extracted trapped holes
show a nearly Gaussian distribution. However, the extracted
trapped holes in the 0.12 �m SONOS are far from being Gaus-
sian distributed in the peak area, which seems questionable.
In addition, Figure 7 shows the comparison of VT measured
by the traditional technique and that extracted from Icp curves
by the CVb and CVh methods. VT extracted by CVb is similar
to the measured VT concerning the long channel device. It is
worth noting that VT extracted by CVh is more precious than
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VT extracted by CVb for the short channel SONOS. The peak
of the trapped holes, which reveals the highest VT along the
whole channel, is obviously pulled down due to the Icp punch
through effect arising in the CVb method. Consequently, al-
though a satisfactory result is obtained using the CVb method
for the long channel device, it encounters problems in the short
channel device and should be modified by the CVh method.

The dashed line in Fig. 8(a) shows the narrow peak pro-
file deduced from the Icp–Vb curve. In contrast, CVh can ex-
tract the width and value of the charge peak, but not the ac-
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curate location. In Fig. 8(a), curves obtained from CVb and
CVh intersect half way up the charge peak, above which the
CVb method cannot acquire an accurate distribution. The nar-
row charge peak obtained with the CVh method is inserted into
the punch through area to form the whole profile of the trapped
charges. As a result, the combination of the two methods can
be utilized to extract the whole profile of the trapped charge in
the deep submicron transistor.

The final result of the distribution of injected charges along
the channel is shown in Fig. 8(b). The acquired trapped charge
distribution show good consistencywith themeasuredVT in the
Id–Vg curves. The distribution of the trapped chargesmay bring
out further understanding about the transient characteristics of
BBHH injection, which helps to improve the program/erase cy-
cling reliabilityŒ10� and 2-bit characteristicsŒ11� of the charge
trapping device.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a new “combination” method based on the
CP technique, which combines both the CVb and CVh meth-
ods, is proposed to study the distribution profile of injected
charges in nanometer-scale devices. Two SONOS devices with
long and short channel lengths are measured with the tradi-
tional and novel methods. Accurate trapped electrons and hole
profiles during programming and erase are obtained by the pro-
posedmethod. This modified method can help to further under-
stand and model the degradation characteristics of an advanced
MOSFET caused by hot charges and the charge trapping char-
acteristics of charge trapping memory.
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